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EDITOR’S NOTES

When it comes to the best gifts for the 
2017 Christmas season, A Global Lifestyle 
and Destination Luxury has you covered. 
From luxurious gifts to fashion forward 

finds, use our luxury gift guide for 
everyone on your list. 
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GOLDEN DOOR FARMS
ARTISAN SALT TRIO

The Golden Door Farms Delightful Honey Trio ($36.95) is a 
great gift to add to your loved ones stocking. With flavors 
such as Sweet Peppermint, Applewood Smoked and Spicy 
Serrano and can be added to tea, topped on your favorite 
mild cheese or nuts, or added to your favorite sweet desert.

http://shop.goldendoor.com/product/food/3-pack-essential-salts/

HELLO FRESH WINE

Sauté, simmer and sip with a monthly wine subscription 
complete with pairing suggestions, tasting notes, and flavor 

profiles. With wines from all over the world, the service 
allows subscribers to enjoy HelloFresh-selected wines on all 

occasions, from dinner parties to casual nights in. 
Conveniently delivered to customers’ doorsteps, 

subscriptions include six full-size 750ML bottles with options 
of red, white, or mixed cases. Subscriptions are $89.00 + tax 

per month and shipping is included.

hellofresh.com/wine
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CHILDRESS VINEYARDS
SNACKS WITH
PINNACLE GIFT BASKET

The Childress Vineyards Snacks with Pinnacle Gift Basket is 
handcrafted with sweet and savory North Carolina items 
like black bean salsa, blackberry jam, and Salem Baking 
cheese straws and cookies. Let Childress Vineyards create a 
holiday gift basket with award-winning wines and the 
finest food products designed to make a lasting 
impression on any budget. Custom creations available.

http://store.childressvineyards.com/1/13

SIPP

Ring in the New Year with Sipp! New Year’s Eve is the biggest 
party of the year, do you have your drink menu planned out? 

While it’s fun to pop the cork on a bottle of Champagne as 
the ball drops, there’s plenty of time before that to enjoy a 

cocktail or two. Break out the bubbly with Sipp!

http://www.haveasipp.com/
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